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The Karur Museum

Grade VI students visited the Karur Museum to visualize and

learn the details on the old stone tools, statues, cannons,

puppets, wooden carvings, manuscripts, paintings, and fossils

which are a part of their History syllabus. This visit enriched

them with a wider view from the ancient to present day

historical evidences in and around Karur district.
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Field Trip to Vaanagam

Grade VII visited Vaanagam in Karur. Vaanagam is the

forest created by Nammazhvaar. Students understood the

importance of forests by interacting with a volunteer from

Vaanagam.
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Weekend Activities 

The weekend and after-school activities began with

overwhelming responses. The event hosted interesting and

engaging activities. The Principal inaugurated the clubs and

motivated the students to join the clubs.
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Raising a Thinker

Ms. Malliga Ganapathy, Special educator conducted a session

“Raising a thinker” for the parents of Grades-4 & 5 on the 26th

of July, 2022. The importance of learning 21st century skills,

independent thinking, spending quality time and developing

emotional intelligence were the points addressed. Parents

understood that the children should play more to balance

their emotions. They also felt that the session was conducted

at the right time to guide their children in the right path.
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Independence Day Celebration

Independence Day was celebrated with guard of honour

blended with tamil kavithai and speech which instilled

patriotic feeling among everyone. Grade 10 Pallavi

presented cultural events like dance, song, role play, mime

and pyramid focusing on the theme ‘Har ghar thiranga’,

freedom and sacrifice of our freedom fighters.
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Janmashtami

Janmashtami, the birth of Lord Krishna was celebrated on the

18th of August 2022. Kindergarten children dressed up like

Radha and Krishna. The garland, pookolam and the maavilai

thoranam at the entrances of the classrooms were created by

the students. The story of “The Birth of Lord Krishna and Krishna

Bhajan" were discussed and sung during the circle time. Coconut

and Aval laddus prepared by children were offered to Lord

Krishna after the prayer. This wonderful celebration helped

students to experience the joy of sharing and being together.
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The Importance of Profile Building

Career guidance webinar was organized for grade IX on the

topic, "The importance of Profile Building". Students learnt

how a strong profile can create a strong impression in the

minds of the viewers.
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“The Next Step Towards Profile & 
Aptitude Development “ 

Career guidance webinar was organized for grade X on the

topic, "The next step towards Profile & Aptitude Development“.

Students learnt about how a profile and an aptitude can be

developed.
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Right Courses in Colleges

A career guidance session was organized for the grade XII

students on the topic ‘How to choose the right course in

college?’. Students came to know the scopes of new

courses and their employability.
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Thanks Giving Day 

Raja sir Muthaiah Chettiyar's birthday was celebrated as Tamil

day and Thanks giving day in CVM. Dance, Speech, Poem

writing for the parents, traditional songs with musical

instruments, Thirupavai recitation by a student and a role play

on a part of Silappathigaram captivated the audience. Following

the celebration, the day was enriched by entertainment and

rendering gratitude to the brothers and sisters. They were

engaged by children with fun games and activities.
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Puthaga Thiruvizha

The students of CVM visited the 'Karur Puthaga Thiruvizha'.

It was a great opportunity to visit 100 halls in one place. A

few students donated books to the government libraries

and received certificates signed by the District Collector.
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Parents Teachers Meeting (PTM)

Parent Teachers Meeting (PTM) was conducted on the

23rd of August, 2022. Parents and teachers discussed the

students’ recent academic performance.
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CVM MUN

CVMMUN'22 was organized by the MUN'47 committee

comprising 106 students from different grades of CVM. 24

students from TIPS, Karur, participated in the two day

conference held on the 20th and 21st of August, 2022. They

discussed and debated in six committees and tried to find

solutions for international issues. Public speaking, logical

expression, problem-solving, organizing, and coordinating

were some of the skills that they sharpened.
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Pre-Athletic Meet

The pre-athletic meet was conducted for the grades VI to

XII students on the 27th of August, 2022. Ms. Vidhya M.S,

the principal inaugurated the event. The day was scheduled

with various sports events. The prizes were distributed by

the Principal, Vice Principal, Coordinators, and the HoDs.
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